This paper records the work of Manipuri
INTRODUCTION
Chunking is the process of identifying and labeling the simple phrases (it may be a Noun Phrase or a Verb Phrase) from the tagged output, of which the utterance of words for a given phrase forms as a chunk for this language [1] . The POS and RMWE might also play an important role in the SVM-based Manipuri chunking.
The present work of chunking is done in order to come up with a reliable chunking system for this under privilege Language. Manipuri language is a schedule Indian language widely spoken in the state Manipur, a NorthEastern part of India, and in the countries of Myanmar and Bangladesh. The Manipuri Language belongs to the Tibeto-Burman type of language and is a high agglutinative class of language.
The work reported here consists of a multi stage identification or incremental model of the Chunks. The first output is a chunk file which is followed by the POS then again a chunk tagged file. The RMWE is identified in the next incremental stage which is again followed by a Manipuri chunked file. The final output being the SVM based Manipuri chunk with POS and RMWE as one among the selected features.
The paper is arranged in such a way that the related works is listed in Section 2. Section 3 writes about the Reduplicated Multiword Expression (RMWE) which is followed by the Manipuri agglutinative explanation at Section 4. Section 5 describes the concept of Support Vector Machine (SVM) which is followed by the System design at 6. The experiment and evaluation is discussed at Section 7 and the conclusion is drawn at Section 8.
RELATED WORKS
Works on chunking are reported in [2] using Maximum Entropy Model. Apart from the above approaches, the CRF based chunking utilizes and gives the best of the generative and classification models. It resembles the classical model, in a way that they can accommodate many statistically correlated features of the inputs. And consecutively, it resembles the generative model, they have the ability to trade-off decisions at different sequence positions, and consequently it obtains a globally optimal labeling. It is shown in [3] - [4] that CRFs are better than related classification models. Parsing by chunks is discussed in [5] . Dynamic programming for parsing and estimation of stochastic unificationbased grammars is mentioned in [6] and other related works are found in [7] - [9] .
Manipuri Chunking using with CRF is reported in [1] . Until now, no works of SVM based chunking has ever been reported for the Manipuri language. Most of the previous works for other languages on this area make use of two machine-learning approaches for sequence labeling, namely CRF and the second approach as the sequence labeling problem as a sequence of a classification problem, one for each of the labels in the sequence.
The works on chunking can be observed applying both rule based and the probabilistic or statistical methods and for the Manipuri text chunking, the paper in [1] proposed a Conditional Random Field based approach.
REDUPLICATED MWE
Manipuri is a tonal language and Reduplicated Multiword Expressions are abundant. Work of RMWE identification Works for Manipuri is reported in [10] and using CRF in [11] . Reduplicated Multiword Expression is as defined in [12] as: 'reduplication is that repetition, the result of which constitutes a unit word'. The Classification for reduplicated MWEs in Manipuri mention in [12] 
Complete Reduplicated MWEs
The single word or clause is repeated once forming a single unit regardless of phonological or morphological variations in the complete Reduplication MWEs. In the Manipuri Language these complete reduplication MWEs can occur as Noun, Adjective, Adverb, Whquestion type, Verbs, Command and Request. For example, ('mǝrik mǝrik') which means 'drop by drop'.
Partial Reduplicated MWEs
The second word carries some part of the first word as an affix to the second word, either as a suffix or a prefix for the partial reduplication. For example, ( 'cǝt-thok cǝt-sin') means 'to go to and fro', ( 'sa-mi lan-mi') means 'army'.
Echo Reduplicated MWEs
In the Echo RMWE the second word does not have a lexicon semantics and is basically an echo word of the first word. For example, thk-si kha-si means 'good manner'. Here the first word has a dictionary meaning 'good manner´ but the second word does not have a dictionary meaning and is an echo of the first word.
Mimic Reduplicated MWEs
The words are complete reduplication but the morphemes are onomatopoetic, usually emotional or natural sounds in the mimic RMWE. For example, ('khrǝk khrǝk') means 'cracking sound of earth in drought'.
Double Reduplicated MWEs
The double Reduplicated MWE consists of three words, where the prefix or suffix of the first two words is reduplicated but in the third word the prefix or suffix is absent. An example of double prefix reduplication is ('i-mun i-mun mun-ba') which means, 'completely ripe'. It may be noted that the prefix is duplicated in the first two words while in the following example suffix reduplication take place, ('ƞǝω-srok ƞǝω-srok ƞǝω-ba') which means 'shining white'.
Semantic Reduplicated MWEs
In the case of Semantic RMWE, both the reduplication words have the same meaning as well as the MWE. Such type of MWEs is very special to the Manipuri language. For example, ('pamba kǝy' ) means 'tiger' and each of the component words means 'tiger'. Semantic reduplication exists in Manipuri in abundance as such words have been generated from similar words used by seven clans in Manipur during the evolution of the language.
MANIPURI AGGLUTINATIVENESS AND
STEMMING As in mention in [13] altogether 72 (seventy two) affixes are listed in Manipuri out of which 11 (eleven) are prefixes and 61 (sixty one) are suffixes. Table I shows the prefixes of 10 (ten number) because the prefix (mə) is used as formative and pronomial so only one is included and like the same way Table II shows the suffixes in Manipuri with only are 55 (fifty five) suffix in the table since some of the suffixes are used with different form of usage such as (gum) which is used as particle as well as proposal negative, (də) as particle as well as locative and (nə) as nominative, adverbial, instrumental or reciprocal. To prove with the point that Manipuri is highly agglutinative let us site an example word: " " ("pusinhənjərəmgədəbənidəko"), which means "(I wish I) myself would have caused to bring in (the article)". Here there are 10 (ten) suffixes being used in a verbal root, they are "pu" is the verbal root which means "to carry", "sin"(in or inside), "hən" (causative), "jə" (reflexive), "rəm" (perfective), "gə" (associative), "də" (particle), "bə" (infinitive), "ni" (copula), "də" (particle) and "ko" (endearment or wish). 
SUFFIXES IN MANIPURI
The stemming of Manipuri words are stemmed by stripping the suffixes in an iterative manner as mention in [13] . As mention in above a Manipuri word is rich of suffixes and prefixes. In order to stem a word an iterative method of stripping is done by using the acceptable list of prefixes (11 numbers) and suffixes (61 numbers) as mention in table 1 and table 2 above.
CONCEPT OF SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES (SVM)
The idea of Support vector machines (SVM) were first shared by Vapnik [14] . In the work of
Prefixes used in Manipuri
, , , , , , , , and
, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , and [15] it is mention that Support Vector Machines is one of the new techniques for pattern classification which have been widely used in many application areas. The kernel parameters setting for SVM in training process impacts on the classification accuracy. Feature selection is another factor that impacts classification accuracy.
The optimal hyperplane (linear SVM)
SVM concepts for typical two-class classification problems can be discussed for explanation. Given a training set of instancelabel pairs ሺ‫ݔ‬ , ‫ݕ‬ ሻ, ݅ = 1,2, … , ݉ where ‫ݔ‬ ∈ ܴ and ‫ݕ‬ ∈ { +1, −1}, for the linearly separable case, the data points will be correctly classified by,
(2) Combining Eqs. (1) and (2) into one set of inequalities.
The SVM finds an optimal separating hyperplane with the maximum margin by solving the following optimization problem:
It is known that to solve this quadratic optimization problem one must find the saddle point of the Lagrange function:
(5) Where, the ߙ denotes Lagrange multipliers, hence ߙ ≥ 0. The search for an optimal saddle point is necessary because the Lp must be minimized with respect to the primal variables w and b and maximized with respect to the nonnegative dual variable ߙ . By differentiating with respect to w and b, the following equations are obtained: To find the optimal hyperplane, a dual Lagrangian ‫ܮ‬ ሺߙሻmust be maximized with respect to non-negative ߙ . This is a standard quadratic optimization problem that can be solved by using some standard optimization programs. The solution ߙ for the dual optimization problem determines the parameters ‫ݓ‬ * and ܾ * of the optimal hyperplane. Thus, we obtain an optimal decision hyperplane ݂ሺ‫,ݔ‬ ߙ * , ܾ * ሻ (Eq. (10)) and an indicator decision
(10) In a typical classification task, only a small subset of the Lagrange multipliers ߙ usually tends to be greater than zero. Geometrically, these vectors are the closest to the optimal hyperplane. The respective training vectors having nonzero ߙ are called support vectors, as the optimal decision hyperplane ݂ሺ‫,ݔ‬ ߙ * , ܾ * ሻ depends on them exclusively.
The optimal hyper-plane for nonseparable data (linear generalized SVM)
The above concepts can also be extended to the non separable case, i.e. when Eq. (3) there is no solution. The goal is to construct a hyperplane that makes the smallest number of errors. To get a formal setting of this problem we introduce the non-negative slack variables
In terms of these slack variables, the problem of finding the hyperplane that provides the minimum number of training errors, i.e. to keep the constraint violation as small as possible, has the formal expression:
This optimization model can be solved using the Lagrangian method, which is almost equivalent to the method for solving the optimization problem in the separable case. One must maximize the same dual variables Lagrangian ‫ܮ‬ ሺߙሻ (Eq. (14)) as in the separable case.
To find the optimal hyperplane, a dual Lagrangian ‫ܮ‬ ሺߙሻ must be maximized with respect to non-negative ߙ under the constrains:
The penalty parameter C, which is now the upper bound on ߙ , is determined by the user. Finally, the optimal decision hyperplane is the same as Eq. (10).
Non-linear SVM
The nonlinear SVM maps the training samples from the input space into a higher-dimensional feature space via a mapping function , which are also called kernel function. In the dual Lagrange (9), the inner products are replaced by the kernel function (15) , and the non-linear SVM dual Lagrangian ‫ܮ‬ ሺߙሻ (Eq. (16) 
WORKING OF THE SYSTEM
The experimental set up of the system uses SVM. The running of the training process has been carried out by YamCha 1 toolkit, an SVM based tool for detecting classes in documents and formulating the tagging task of Chunking, POS and RMWE as a sequential labelling problem. Here, the pairwise multi-class decision method and polynomial kernel function have been used. For classification, TinySVM-0.07 2 classifier is used which is readily available as open source for segmenting or labeling sequential data.
A list of possible features is prepared. The listed features are tried with different combinations in order to come up with the best possible Chunk. The best output Chunk is evaluated with the best features combinations. The features are again used for the SVM based POS tagging with the identified Chunk. The words are now tag with the POS. This POS is used as another feature for the chunking. This is done because chunking is very much related with POS.
Manipuri generally is a tonal language and is abundant with the RMWEs. RMWEs are identified using the SVM with features selected including POS and the identified Chunk. These identified RMWEs are used again for the identification of final Chunks in the text file. Fig.1 explains the System block diagram.
The Chunk tag is the I-O-B tagging as shown in Table III:   TABLE III. IOB CHUNK TAGGING The processing and running of the SVM is shown on Fig. 2 . System Block diagram
The input file for the first time is a training file which gives an output in the form of a model file and in the second run the input file is a testing file. The output file after running the SVM on the input testing file is a labeled file. 
Surrounding Stem words as feature:
The Stemming algorithm mentioned in [13] is used. The preceding and the following stemmed words of a particular word can be used as features. It is because the preceding and the following words influence the present word Chunk. 3. Number of acceptable standard suffixes as feature: As mention in [13] , Manipuri being an agglutinative language the suffixes plays an important in determining the Chunk of a word. For every word the number of suffixes are identified during stemming and the number of suffixes is used as a feature. 
Acceptable suffixes present as feature:
The standard 61 suffixes of Manipuri which are identified is used as one feature. The maximum number of appended suffixes is reported as ten. So taking into account of such cases, for every word ten columns separated by a space are created for every suffix present in the word. A "0" notation is being used in those columns when the word consists of no acceptable suffixes. 6. Acceptable prefixes present as feature: 11 prefixes have been manually identified in Manipuri and the list of prefixes is used as one feature. For every word if the prefix is present then a column is created mentioning the prefix, otherwise the "0" notation is used.
Length of the word:
Length of the word is set to 1 if it is greater than 3 otherwise, it is set to 0. Very short words are generally pronouns and rarely proper nouns.
Word frequency:
A range of frequency for words in the training corpus is set: those words with frequency <100 occurrences are set the value 0, those words which occurs >=100 are set to 1. It is considered as one feature since occurrence of determiners, conjunctions and pronouns are abundant. 
EXPERIMENT AND EVALUATION
The text document file collected from a Newspaper domain is cleaned for processing where the error and grammatical mistakes are minutely checked by a linguist.
For the Chunking the expert also marks each word with the IOB format of Chunk. The marked Chunk texts are used for both training and testing.
Apart from the above IOB-Chunk marking the expert is asked to identify the POS and RMWE for the use in training and testing of the system.
The system used approximately 35000 words corpus for the training and testing. This corpus is considered as gold standard since an expert manually identifies the required Chunk, POS and RMWE words. Fig.3 shows the sample of POS and chunking which are marked by the expert. Sample of the words with POS and BOI chunking
Of the 35000 words 25000 words are considered for the training and the rest of the 10000 are used for the testing.
Evaluation is done with the parameter of Recall, Precision and F-score as follows: 
Where β β β β is one, precision and recall are given equal weight.
Chunking using SVM
The first step of the identifying the chunks are performed using SVM. As mention in Section 6, the feature list is identified and performs the experiment with different combinations. The above feature combination shows the Recall (R) of 60.61%, Precision (P) of 79.21% and F-measure (F) of 68.67%.
SVM based POS tagging with Chunks
Similar with the experiment mention in [16] is performed in order to identify the best suitable features. Same experimental set up is used for the SVM based POS tagging. The best Fmeasure among the results of the SVM based POS tagging is considered the best result. This happens with the following feature set: -2 , W i-1, W i, W i+1, SW i-1 , SW i, SW i+1 , number of acceptable standard suffixes, number of acceptable standard prefixes, acceptable suffixes present in the word, acceptable prefixes present in the word, word length, word frequency, digit feature, symbol feature}
The experimental result of the above feature combination shows the best result, which gives the Recall (R) of 71.43%, Precision (P) of 83.11% and F-measure (F) of 77.67%. Now with the identification of the Chunk as mention in the above Section 7.2, the SVM based POS tagging is added with an extra feature in the above mention feature set. This is done in order to compare with the new set of POS tagging.
The new experimental result shows a better Recall (R) of 71.97%, Precision (P) of 87.16% and F-measure (F) of 78.84%.
SVM based Chunking with POS tag
The experiment is followed with the chunking of the system again. In this experiment the identified chunk by the SVM in the previous run is neglected instead replace with the gold standard Chunk data for training and testing. This is done so that a better result is yield. Also the previous chunking was done in order to make comparison and only to identify the POS. In the repeat of the experiment with the additional feature of POS tagging, the new feature combination becomes as follows: 
P[i]
The i is the number of acceptable prefixes considered
S[i]
The i is the number of acceptable suffixes considered The new experimental result shows a better Recall (R) of 61.36%, Precision (P) of 81.82% and F-measure (F) of 70.13%. 
SVM based RMWE identification with Chunk and POS features

CONCLUSION
So far, the SVM based chunking work on Manipuri is not reported. An incremental approach is designed where the Chunking is performed at the first stage which is followed by the POS tagging, which is again followed by Chunking. With Chunk and POS as features it tagged the RMWE and Chunking is followed to find the final result.
In this experiment the POS tagging with the identified Chunks shows a Recall (R) of 71.97%, Precision (P) of 87.16% and Fmeasure (F) of 78.84%. The RMWE identification also shows a Recall (R) of 89.39%, Precision (P) of 98.33% and F-measure (F) of 93.65%.
Comparatively, from the initial stage Chunking with a Recall (R) of 60.61%, Precision (P) of 79.21% and F-measure (F) of 68.67% the Chunking improves to a Recall (R) of 70.45%, Precision (P) of 86.11% and Fmeasure (F) of 77.50% with the POS and RMWE in this incremental way of Chunking experiment.
The complexity still lies with the agglutinative nature of the language. Other algorithms for the improvement of the score can also be worked on for different domains.
